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DOMINATE THE FIELD

No matter where you are, even in the most extreme environment,

with your Benelli firearm you live the action to the fullest.

Uncompromisingly, endlessly.



Loading fluency
The new guard, designed with a slide 
on the front, facilitates loading operations, 
which have never been so smooth.

Design functionality
Style, ergonomics, functionality. 

Only when shape and function meet, it is possible to go 
beyond the standard and rewrite the canons of hunting 
performances. With Montefeltro, the functionality of the 
shotgun comes directly from the design.

Perfect balance
The new receiver has been redesigned 
to ensure perfect balance and targeting, 
as well as easy activation of the operating 
buttons.

Maximum operability
The bolt handle and safety, with a revised and increased shape, 
allow an accessible and natural operation, ensuring maximum 
fluidity and speed.



Natural grip
The completely renewed design 
of the ergonomic stock and fore-end ensures 
an easy and secure grip and excellent control 
of the firearm. The advanced guard design 
allows you to reach the trigger comfortably 
and spontaneously.

Evolution of style
New and bolder shapes define 
Montefeltro’s style. 

The reference to the model it comes from is rather 
strong, as strong as the leap forward that makes 
the new design, pushing towards modern 
and ergonomic lines. The essence of design lies 
in the balance between aesthetic geometries 
and operational functionality.
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Stock
With a completely redesigned concept, the stock  
features an ergonomic pistol that promotes a natural 
and safe grip, for better control of the shotgun. 
Made with polyurethane foams, the recoil pad is soft, 
lightweight and reduces recoil when shooting.

AirTouch
The ergonomic checkering on the stock and fore-end 
features a design that promotes the natural ventilation of the 
hand, ensuring perfect grip in any hunting situation.

Evolved trigger pull
Developed in geometric details, the light 
and fast trigger pull guarantees constant 
performance over time, absolute control 
and safety.

Buttons and handle
Thanks to the ergonomic design of increased 
safety, bolt handle and cut off, the drive 
is accessible and functional, ensuring 
absolute operating speed.

Inertia Driven System
Always synonymous with Benelli, the inertial system 
guarantees operation, design excellence and simplicity 
of construction. It ensures unparalleled reliability, 
durability and ease of maintenance.
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Easy Loading
The large loading port, combined with the ergonomic 
guard, facilitates loading and unloading operations 
and makes them more comfortable. The bolt release 
button in two pieces latch lever makes fast closing 
and even easier to unload the cartridges.
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Ergonomic fore-end and cap
With a revised design, the ergonomic fore-end ensures 
an extremely natural grip; the cap is functional to unscrew 
and facilitates the assembly and disassembly of the fore-end.

Aiming
The ventilated metal rib and high visibility sight offer quick 
and instinctive alignment to the target in all light conditions.

Crio chokes
The chokes are treated with cryogenic technology, 
ensuring longer quality life, compactness and uniformity 
as well as excellent ballistic performance.

Easy Locking
The advanced bolt locking system guarantees maximum reliability 
and safety. Designed to be anti-rebound, it significantly limits 
accidental mechanism retraction and is easily relocked, 
for a shotgun always ready to shoot.
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Stock
With a completely redesigned concept, the stock  
features an ergonomic pistol that promotes a natural 
and safe grip, for better control of the shotgun. 
Made with polyurethane foams, the recoil pad is soft, 
lightweight and reduces recoil when shooting.

AirTouch
The ergonomic checkering on the stock and fore-end features 
a design that promotes the natural ventilation of the hand, 
ensuring perfect grip in any hunting situation.

Evolved trigger pull
Developed in geometric details, the light 
and fast trigger pull guarantees constant 
performance over time, absolute control 
and safety.

Inertia Driven System
Always synonymous with Benelli, the inertial system 
guarantees operation, design excellence and simplicity 
of construction. It ensures unparalleled reliability, 
durability and ease of maintenance.
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Buttons and handle
Thanks to the ergonomic design of increased 
safety, bolt handle and cut off, the drive 
is accessible and functional, ensuring 
absolute operating speed.

4 Easy Loading
The large loading port, combined with the ergonomic 
guard, facilitates loading and unloading operations 
and makes them more comfortable. The bolt release 
button in two pieces latch lever makes fast closing 
and even easier to unload the cartridges.
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BLACK



Ergonomic fore-end and cap
With a revised design, the ergonomic fore-end ensures 
an extremely natural grip; the cap is functional to unscrew
and facilitates the assembly and disassembly of the fore-end.

Aiming
The ventilated metal rib and high visibility sight offer quick 
and instinctive alignment to the target in all light conditions.

Crio chokes
The chokes are treated with cryogenic technology, 
ensuring longer quality life, compactness and uniformity 
as well as excellent ballistic performance.

Easy Locking
The advanced bolt locking system guarantees maximum reliability 
and safety. Designed to be anti-rebound, it significantly limits 
accidental mechanism retraction and is easily relocked, 
for a shotgun always ready to shoot.
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MODEL MONTEFELTRO

GAUGE 12

CHAMBER (mm/”)  76/3

SYSTEM Inertial system

STOCK Varnish walnut wood

RECOIL PAD Polyurethane

L.O.P. (LENGTH OF PULL) 365 ± 2 mm, adjustable to 355 ± 2 mm with short recoil pad or with long recoil pad at 375 ± 2 mm

DROP AT COMB 37 ± 1 mm

DROP AT HEEL  55 ± 1 mm, adjustable to 45/50/60/65 mm; right/left cast

FORE-END Varnish walnut wood with AirTouch checkering

RECEIVER / BOLT Black anodised aluminium receiver, nickel-plated bolt assembly

OPERATION PACK  Easy Loading system/Easy Locking system

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY Variable geometry 

BARREL (cm/”) 61-24/65-26/70-28/76-30 metal flat rib

CHOKES M (***); IC (****); CYL (*****) STEEL SHOT OK and F (*); IM (**) NO STEEL SHOT

SIGHT  Long red fibre optic

MAGAZINE Tubular with 2-round limiter (without limiter: 4 rounds 12/70 or 3 rounds 12/76) 

DIMENSION AND WEIGHT (+/- 100 g) Length 1250 mm, weight 3000 g with 70 cm barrel 

PACKAGING 
Carton box 100 % Plastic Free with VCI (vapour corrosion inhibitor), 
5-choke kit with key, drop change kit, sling swivel, safety and warranty manual, Ben Oil

Technical sheet



MODEL MONTEFELTRO BLACK

GAUGE 12

CHAMBER (mm/”)  76/3

SYSTEM Inertial system

STOCK Technopolymer

RECOIL PAD Polyurethane

L.O.P. (LENGTH OF PULL) 365 ± 2 mm, adjustable to 355 ± 2 mm with short recoil pad or with long recoil pad at 375 ± 2 mm

DROP AT COMB 37 ± 1 mm

DROP AT HEEL  55 ± 1 mm, adjustable to 45/50/60/65 mm; right/left cast

FORE-END Technopolymer with AirTouch checkering

RECEIVER / BOLT Black anodised aluminium receiver, nickel-plated bolt assembly

OPERATION PACK  Easy Loading system/Easy Locking system

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY Variable geometry 

BARREL (cm/”) 61-24/65-26/70-28/76-30 metal flat rib

CHOKES M (***); IC (****); CYL (*****) STEEL SHOT OK and F (*); IM (**) NO STEEL SHOT

SIGHT  Long red fibre optic

MAGAZINE Tubular with 2-round limiter (without limiter: 4 rounds 12/70 or 3 rounds 12/76) 

DIMENSION AND WEIGHT (+/- 100 g) Length 1250 mm, weight 3000 g with 70 cm barrel

PACKAGING 
Carton box 100 % Plastic Free with VCI (vapour corrosion inhibitor), 
5-choke kit with key, drop change kit, sling swivel, safety and warranty manual, Ben Oil
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